
Modi Yoga Retreat joins Healing Hotels of the World

Authentic Yoga, meditation and ayurvedic practices in Rishikesh, India

A transformative journey of healing overlooking the expanse of the Ganges.

31 August, 2023, Cologne, Germany -- Healing Hotels of the World is delighted to introduce
its newest member, Modi Yoga Retreat, a sanctuary of serenity nestled on the banks of the
sacred River Ganges in Rishikesh, India.

Renowned as the birthplace of yoga and a haven for spiritual seekers, Rishikesh provides
the idyllic setting for Modi Yoga Retreat. Overlooking the tranquil expanse of the Ganges,
this holistic resort invites guests to embark on a transformative journey of healing and
self-discovery. With its commitment to offering daily yoga practices and meditation
suitable for all levels, from beginners to advanced practitioners, Modi Yoga Retreat has
quickly established itself as a haven for those seeking restoration, rejuvenation, and inner
peace.

"Here you can fully immerse yourself in Indian culture and soak up the spiritual energy
that is enhanced by authentic yoga, meditation and ayurvedic practices,” says Anne
Biging, CEO and Co-founder of Healing Hotels of the World.

Modi Yoga Retreat is staffed by a team of ayurvedic doctors, exercise specialists,
nutritionists, and more. Their comprehensive approach not only supports physical health
and alleviates discomfort, but also fosters spiritual and mental well-being through
time-honored treatment practices and therapies. Guests can tailor their wellness
packages to address their unique needs, whether focusing on women’s well-being, sleep
care, or a transformative panchakarma cure.

  Boasting an array of 29 thoughtfully designed rooms, including six Superior City View
Rooms, 19 Deluxe Ganges View Rooms, three Wow Ganges View Suite Rooms, and one
Presidential Suite, the retreat exudes modern elegance with a touch of tranquility.
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Guests can enjoy stunning views of the Himalayas and the shimmering Ganges from their
own private balconies. The on-site restaurant offers both local specialties and
international cuisine tailored to individual needs.

The family-friendly Modi Yoga Retreat is the perfect gateway to exploring the cultural and
natural treasures of Rishikesh. With its proximity to temples, the Ganga Aarti ritual, and
thrilling outdoor activities like rafting and hiking in nearby national parks, guests can find
a harmonious balance between spiritual retreat and exhilarating adventure.

The retreat's comprehensive facilities also include conference spaces, a gym, and an
array of spa amenities such as treatment rooms, a sauna, Jacuzzi, and swimming pool.
Guests are pampered with an array of healing therapies and treatments, including
Ayurvedic rituals, massage therapy, naturopathy, sound healing, and Reiki.

About Healing Hotels of theWorld
Healing Hotels of the World is the pioneering global brand committed to healing hospitality. Founded in 2006 by Anne
Biging and Dr. Elisabeth Ixmeier, the member based collection of 90+ of the best Urban and Resort Healing Hotels around
the world brings holistic healing travel based on specific Healing Excellence Standards to life. Member hotels are Healing
Certified, ensuring that the wellbeing of each guest is taken to a deeper dimension through their holistic program offering.
Healing Hotels of the World provides expert consulting and training, empowering hoteliers to fully embrace the healing
guest experience. With the online magazine JUST BREATHE MAG and the yearly HEALING SUMMIT, the leading event for
the healing hospitality and holistic lifestyle community, Healing Hotels of the World has found unique ways to express and
share its vision of enabling travel guests to become whole in body, mind and soul.

www.healinghotelsoftheworld.com

Modi Yoga Retreat
WEBSITE

To find selected photo material accompanying this press release, please click here.

For further information, please contact: Kerstin Hauke, k.hauke@healing-hotels.com

Healing Hotels of the World
50672 Cologne
Germany
Phone: +49 221 20531175
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